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It is shown that the complete bipartite graph K,,,, for any pair m, n, and all sub- 
graphs of K2.n~ for any n, are uniquely reconstructable from their spanning trees. 
Throughout, we shall understand a graph to be an undirected, connected 
graph without loops or multiple edges, and a spanning tree of a graph G to 
be a connected subgraph of G without circuits which includes every vertex of 
G. In [ 11, Sedlacek has asked which graphs are uniquely reconstructable 
from their spanning trees, and calls such graphs URST graphs. More 
precisely, we say G is a URST graph if it has the following property: 
P. Let G* be a graph with the same number of vertices as G. Let 
M = ( Ti) be an ordered set of all spanning trees of G, and let iW = ( TT ] be 
an ordered set of all spanning trees of G*. Moreover, let 1 M ( = ) M* 1, and 
TF be isomorphic to Ti for each i. Then G and G* are isomorphic. 
SedlaEek gives examples of both finite and infinite graphs that are not 
URST graphs, but has shown that the following are URST graphs: 
trivially, all trees and circuits; 
the complete bipartite graph K,,, , for each n [ 11; 
any graph having at least 8 vertices, and lacking 
less than 5 edges in order to be complete [ 21; 
the wheel Wn, for n > 4, formed by a circuit of 
(n - 1) vertices, and another vertex adjacent 





We introduce the numbers r(v : G) and s(v : G) for a bipartite graph G. 
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We choose v E V(G) and label it Y, then label all remaining vertices r or s in 
such a way that no two r’s and no two s’s are adjacent. Then: 
r(v : G) = the number of Y’S in the labelling 
S(U : G) = the number of s’s in the labelling. (5) 
Then if G is a spanning subgraph of, or in particular a spanning tree of, K,,, 
then we must have 
r(u:G)=m, S(Y : G) = n, or vice versa. (6) 
THEOREM 1. The complete bipartite graph K,,, is a URST graph for 
each m, n. 
ProoJ We assume m < n, and by (1) and (2) may take 
m > 3. (7) 
We define Tm,# as the spanning tree of K,,, formed by joining the central 
vertices of K1,,- 1 and K, ,,,- 1. 
Suppose G is a reconstruction of the spanning trees of K,,, not 
isomorphic to Km,n. Like K,,,, G must have mn spanning trees isomorphic 
to Lf,n* We see that if, in G, two vertices u, v, where v # a, of A are adja- 
cent, then we can fmd a spanning tree T of G with r(u : T) = n + 1 by 
deleting the edge (v, b) and inserting the edge (u, v). This is clearly impossi- 
ble. Similarly if two vertices w, x of B are adjacent in G, we can find a span- 
ning tree T, of G with r(x : T,) = m + 1. This is only possible if m = n - 1. 
It now follows that if m f n - 1 then G must be bipartite, and consequently 
a subgraph of K,,,. Then clearly G and Km,n are isomorphic, since 





FIG. 1. The tree T,.,. 
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Thus we may assume m = n - 1. As noted above, no two vertices of A 
may be adjacent, and so at most m - 1 vertices of A are of degree n, or 
G 2 Kl,, clearly giving the result. Thus there must be a vertex y of B of 
degree at least n, since otherwise we can find at most (m - 1) n spanning 
trees of G isomorphic to Tm,n, and we know that there are mn in all. If y = b, 
then we can find a spanning tree R of G with r(y : R) = 2 by deleting the 
edge ab and inserting the edge joining b to another member of B, so y must 
be adjacent to at most m - 1 vertices of A, and to at least 2 vertices of I?. 
Say y is adjacent to zi , z2 of B. Let S be the spanning tree of G given by 
S = 7hn U NY, zb, (v, z2N - {(a, zl), (a, z,)). 
Then r(y : S) = m - 1, and so G cannot exist. 
If 1 m - n ( # 1 then we can see, by the argument at the beginning of the 
proof, that “nearly complete” bipartite graphs, in the sense of (3), are also 
URST. This follows since any subgraph G of K,,, having Tm,n for a spann- 
ing tree can only be reconstructed as another subgraph of Km,n; then if G is 
nearly complete it will be determined by the number of spanning trees it has, 
together with the number of copies of T,,,, included among them. By this 
method, it is straightforward to verify that the number of edges we may 
remove from K,,, , still leaving the resulting graph URST, is at least 3. 
THEOREM 2. Any subgraph of K,,, is a URST graph, for any n. 
ProoJ Clearly we may assume that we have a connected spanning sub- 
graph G of K,,,. If we label the two vertices of degree n in K,,, as A and B, 
we can then characterise G by an integer triple (x, y, z), where x vertices are 
adjacent to A only, y vertices are adjacent to A and B, and z vertices are ad- 
jacent to B only. We assume that xY$ z. G obviously has the same number of 
spanning trees as K,,, , namely, y2 - . Now let H be a reconstruction of the 
spanning trees of G not isomorphic to G. If H is bipartite, then necessarily H 
is a spanning subgraph of K2,n, and fur{hermore must be of the type 
x vertices (n - 1 - x) vertices 
I I .ooooo 0.00.. 
A B 
FIG. 2. The tree U. 
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(P, y, Q) for some P, Q, since it has y*‘-’ spanning trees. Then clearly either 
P=x, Q=z or Q=z,P= X, since otherwise G and H could not give rise to 
isomorphic spanning trees: But then G and H are isomorphic, so we may 
assume that H is not a bipartite graph. 
We note that G, and hence H, has a spanning tree U given by Fig. 2. Sup- 
pose that A and B are adjacent in H, this leads to a contradiction since two 
more spanning trees T, and T, of H are given by 
T, = (q(A 0) u (4 w 
T2 = (q(& c)) U (A, B). 
Note that r(A:T,)=y+z+l, s(A:T,)=x+l, r(A:T,)= y+z, 
s(A : T,) = x + 2. This is only possible if y = 1, but in this case G is a tree 
and so is clearly URST. Thus, since H is not bipartite, there must be two ad- 
jacent vertices u, v both different from A and B. Assuming u # C and that u 
is adjacent to A (the other case is similar), we put 
T3 = (u\(A, 4) U (~9 v). 
Then r(A : T3) = 3 and so necessarily n = 3, but it is straightforward to 
verify by inspection that all spanning subgraphs of K,,, are URST. Hence H 
cannot exist. 
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